Aktuelle Suchmaschinen
Aktuelle Suchmaschinen

Visualisation/Clustering
- KartOO: visual meta search engine
- Clusty: Clustering Engine
- Vivisimo: automatische Kategorisierung- und Inhaltsintegrationsoftware
- SnakeT: Clustering Engine, Meta Search
- Rank Comparison Engine

Other Contenttype
- Codefetch
- Computer and Information Science Papers: CiteSeer
- Riya - Photo Search
- SimplyHired.com: Job Search Made Simple
- Swoogle: Semantic Web Search Engine

P2p Suchmaschinen
- YACY: Distributed P2P based web indexing
- Alvis - Search Engine

Links auf: http://www.bibsonomy.org/tag/suchmaschinen
Aktuelle Suchmaschinen

Ranking basiert auf einer Wissensbasis
• RawSugar
• Wink
• LinkARENA.com

Selbstgemachte Suchmaschine
• Rollyo: Roll Your Own Search Engine

Kindersuchmaschine
• Milkmoon: Suchmaschine für Kinder
• Kinder :: Die Blinde Kuh : Suchmaschine für Kinder

Links auf: http://www.bibsonomy.org/tag/suchmaschinen
Vivisimo

Clustered search on clustering hotho - Mozilla Firefox

Search Clustered hotho on the Web

Top 168 results of at least 1,010 retrieved for the query clustering hotho (Details)

1. Andreas Hotho, Institute AIFB, University of Karlsruhe. Text, data and web mining especially in text clustering, semantic web mining, knowledge management. www.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/WS/hotho - Open Directory 1, WebNet 8, MSN Search 9


SnakeT

Snippet Aggregation for Knowledge ExTraction

SnakeT is a Hierarchical Clustering Engine developed as part of a MSc. Diss. by PhD. This tool is currently in alpha stage. Prof. [Name] [Title] is the advisor and the co-author of the underlying algorithmic ideas. Contributions by [Name] [Title] (algorithm) and [Name] [Title] (user interface).

Some links may not work because slight changes to the search results format might break our parser. If you notice a problem before we do, please inform us and we'll fix it. — All brand names, product names, or trademarks belong to their respective owners.
Clustering hotho

Search

Results 1 - 10 of about 180 for clustering hotho [ Lore ride ], (0.28 seconds)

1. Conceptual Clustering of Text Clusters - Hotho, Summe (Researchindex)
   ... 0.4 Wordset improves Text Document Clustering - Andreas Hotho University (2003) (Correct ... 2. Ontology-based text clustering - Hotho, Mende et al. ....
   [researchindex]

2. Ontology-based Text Clustering - Hotho, Maedche, Staab (Researchindex)
   ... 0.9% Wordset improves Text Document Clustering - Andreas Hotho University (2003) (Correct ... 0.5 Wordset improves Text Document Clustering - Hotho, Staab, Summe (2003) (Correct ....
   [researchindex]

3. Ontology-based Text Document Clustering - Hotho, Maedche, Staab
   ... Text Clustering Based on Good Aggregations - Hotho, Maedche, Staab (2001) (Correct) 40.9% Ontology-based Text Clustering - Hotho ....
   [researchindex]

4. Conceptual Clustering of Text Clusters
   Conceptual Clustering of Text Clusters Conceptual Clustering of Text Clusters Conceptual Clustering of Text Clusters Conceptual clustering techniques have the disadvantage that they do not provide information about the clusters obtained. Conceptual Clustering techniques, on the ....
   [researchindex]

5. Wordset improves Text Document Clustering
   Wordset improves Text Document Clustering Wordset improves Text Document Clustering Text document clustering plays an important role in providing intuitive navigation and browsing mechanisms by organizing large amounts of information into ....
   [researchindex]

DELP Andreas Hotho
   [researchindex]

Wordset improves Text Document Clustering - Hotho, Staab, Summe...
33.3% Text Clustering Based on Background Knowledge - Hotho, et al. (2003) 32.9% Wordset improves Text Document Clustering - Hotho ....
   [researchindex]

Citations: Ontology-based Text Document Clustering - Hotho, Maedche...
   [researchindex]
SnakeT
CodeFetch
CodeFetch

Java API

javax.naming.directory.SortControl
- Requests that the results of a search operation be sorted by the LDAP server before being returned.

javax.naming.directory.SortKey
- A sort key and its associated sort parameters.

javax.naming.directory.SortResponseControl
- Indicates whether the requested sort of search results was successful or not.

javax.swing.SortingFocusTraversalPolicy
- A FocusTraversalPolicy that determines traversal order by sorting the Components of a focus traversal cycle based on a given...

java.util.Arrays
- This class contains various methods for manipulating arrays (such as sorting and searching).

javax.swing.plaf.basic.BasicDirectoryModel

Source code below from:
Sams Teach Yourself Programming with Java in 24 Hours (4th Edition) (Sams Teach Yourself in 24 Hours)
By Rogers Cadenhead
Published 30 September, 2005
Average rating
Buy from Amazon.com
Powells

```java
for (int i = 0; i < names.length; i++)
```
We are experiencing some difficulties with our database and, consequently, some document links may be incorrect. Please bear with us while we fix the problem.

Ontology-based Text Clustering (2001) [Make Corrections] (19 citations)
A. Hoilo, S. Staaab, A. Maedche

Abstract: Text clustering typically involves clustering in a high dimensional space, which appears difficult with regard to virtually all practical settings. In addition, given a particular clustering result it is typically very hard to come up with a good explanation of why the text clusters have been clustered the way they are.

Context of citations to this paper: More

...area is Web content mining, i.e. the explicit encoding of semantics for mining the Web content. 4. 1 Web Content Mining in [22], we propose an approach for applying background knowledge in the form of ontologies during preprocessing in order to improve clustering ...

Cited by: More

Similar documents at the sentence level:
- Ontology-based Text Document Clustering - Hoilo, Maedche, Staaab (2002) [Correct]
- The Self-Similarly Structured Document Clustering - Hoilo, Maedche (2002) [Correct]

Active bibliography (related documents): More All
- Mining for High-Dimensional Clusters using Projections and ... (Hannenburg 2003) [Correct]
- On Effective Conceptual Indexing and Similarity Search in Text ... (Yu 2001) [Correct]

Similar documents based on text: More All
- WordNet improves Text Document Clustering - Hoilo, Staaab, Stamme (2003) [Correct]
- Explaining Text Clustering Results using Semantic Structures - Hoilo, Stamme (2003) [Correct]

Related documents from co-citation: More All
- Ontology-focused crawling of documents and relational taxonomies (contrib) - Maedche, Ehrig et al. - 2002

BibTeX entry: (Update)
RollYo

Roll your own search engine.
Create personal search engines using only the sources you trust.
Relevant. Reliable. RollYo.
- Learn more about RollYo
- Firefox Quickstart

HIGH ROLLERS
Check out these searchrolls by some of our favorite users

Arianna's Top Political Blogs
By: Arianna Huffington
- Add to my RollYo

Online Shopping
By: Debra Messing
- Add to my RollYo

String Theory
By: Brian Greene
- Add to my RollYo
Vielen Dank für die Aufmerksamkeit.

Mehr Infos unter:

http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/lehre/ws2006-07/IR

Viel Erfolg bei der Klausur!